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H 

We cannot solve the full problem in the complete

Hilbert space, so we must truncate to a finite model

space  

 We must use effective interactions and
 
operators! 



No Core Shell Model

“ Ab Initio ”  approach to microscopic nuclear structure
calculations, in which all A nucleons are treated as
being active.

Want to solve the A-body Schrödinger equation

H A
A A

A

Ref: P. Navrátil, J.P. Vary, B.R.B., PRC 62, 054311 (2000) 



No-Core Shell-Model ApproachNo-Core Shell-Model Approach
 Start with the purely intrinsic HamiltonianStart with the purely intrinsic Hamiltonian

NoteNote: There are : There are nono phenomenological s.p. energies phenomenological s.p. energies!!  

Can use Can use anyany
NN potentialsNN potentials

CoordinateCoordinate space: space:

MomentumMomentum space: space:

 Argonne V8’ , AV18Argonne V8’ , AV18
  Nijmegen I, II  Nijmegen I, II  

  CD Bonn, EFT IdahoCD Bonn, EFT Idaho



No-Core Shell-Model ApproachNo-Core Shell-Model Approach
 Next, add CM harmonic-oscillator HamiltonianNext, add CM harmonic-oscillator Hamiltonian

To H  , yieldingTo H  , yieldingAA

Defines a basis (Defines a basis (i.e.i.e.  HOHO) for evaluating ) for evaluating V      V       ijij



Effective InteractionEffective Interaction

  Must truncate to a Must truncate to a finitefinite model space  model space VV  VV   
   

 ijij
 effectiveeffective

ijij

  In general, In general, V    V    is an is an AA-body interaction-body interaction eff
 ij

  We want to make an We want to make an aa-body cluster approximation-body cluster approximation



Two-body cluster approximation (a=2)Two-body cluster approximation (a=2)

Carry out a unitary transformation on HCarry out a unitary transformation on H22
Ω

SS        is determined from the decoupling condition is determined from the decoupling condition (2)(2)

PP    = model space= model space,,  Q Q   = excluded space,= excluded space,  PP  ++  QQ    =1=122 222222



Two-body cluster approximation (a=2)Two-body cluster approximation (a=2)
It is convenient to write It is convenient to write S    S    in terms of another operator in terms of another operator 
““  ”  as”  as

(2)(2)

Analogously, Analogously, anyany  arbitraryarbitrary operator can be written in the  operator can be written in the 
P  space asP  space as  22

Then the Hermitian effective operator in the P  space Then the Hermitian effective operator in the P  space 
can be expressed in the formcan be expressed in the form

  22



Exact solution for Exact solution for ::

Let  E   and       be the eigensolutions of H  ,   Let  E   and       be the eigensolutions of H  ,   kk kk 22


  H H kk22


kk  E E kk

Let  Let  PP QQand and   be HO states belonging tobe HO states belonging to
  the model space P and the excluded space Q, the model space P and the excluded space Q, 
  respectively. respectively. Then Then is given by:is given by:

kkQ Q   PPQQ
 PP

kkP P 

  kkkkPPQQ
~


kkKK

  
PPQQ

oror



NCSM ROAD MAPNCSM ROAD MAP
1. Choose a NN interaction (or NN + NNN interactions)1. Choose a NN interaction (or NN + NNN interactions)

H
nn knn|     = EEnn knn|     for EEnn andand knn|     with n=2,3,...with n=2,3,...2. Solve2. Solve

  nn nn
PPQQ   kkkkPPQQ nnnn

~


kkKK

3. Calculate 3. Calculate 

4. Determine4. Determine HH effeff
nn OO effeff

nnandand in the given model spacein the given model space

5. Diagonalize5. Diagonalize HH effeff
nn in the given model space, in the given model space, i.e.,i.e., 

NNmaxmax ℏℏ   = energy above the ground state= energy above the ground state

6. To check convergence of results repeat calculations    6. To check convergence of results repeat calculations    
 for:  for: i)i)  increasing increasing N      N      and/or cluster leveland/or cluster level

                      ii) ii) several values of several values of ℏℏ
maxmax



bare

ℏℏ

ℏℏ

ℏℏ

in MeV











BE    25.91 MeVth BE      28.296 MeVexp

H. Kamada, et al., Phys. Rev. C 64, 044001 (2001)





Exact solution for Exact solution for : 3-body cluster level: 3-body cluster level

Let  E   and       be the eigensolutions of H  ,   Let  E   and       be the eigensolutions of H  ,   kk kk 33


  H H kk33


kk  E E kk

Let  Let  PP QQand and   be HO states belonging tobe HO states belonging to
  the model space P and the excluded space Q, the model space P and the excluded space Q, 
  respectively. respectively. Then Then is given by:is given by:

kkQ Q   PPQQ
 PP

kkP P 

  kkkkPPQQ
~


kkKK

  
PPQQ

oror



A. Nogga, et al., NPA 737, 236 (2004)



A. Nogga, et al., nucl-th/0511082 (2005)



H. Kamada, et al., Phys. Rev. C 64, 044011 (2001)



Renormalization of other physical operatorsRenormalization of other physical operators









Microscopic approach to nuclear reactions





4He:

Dipole transition





Towards  a unified decription of the nucleusTowards  a unified decription of the nucleus

probe medium and heavy mass nuclei off the line ofprobe medium and heavy mass nuclei off the line of

stabilitystability 

RIA:RIA:

  exact treatment of nuclei based on NN and NNN interactionsexact treatment of nuclei based on NN and NNN interactions
The goal of nuclear theory:The goal of nuclear theory:

  need to build a bridge between:need to build a bridge between:

  00ℏℏ Shell Model Shell Model  calculations: 16 calculations: 16 AA6060~~ ~~
  Density Functional TheoryDensity Functional Theory  calculations: calculations: AA6060~~

  ab initio ab initio few-body few-body && light nuclei  light nuclei calculations: A calculations: A 2424~~



The NCSM and RIAThe NCSM and RIA
The NCSM provides a microscopic understanding of light The NCSM provides a microscopic understanding of light 
nuclei, based on the properties of the NN + NNN interactions. nuclei, based on the properties of the NN + NNN interactions. 

As such, the NCSM will serve in a supporting role to RIA, by As such, the NCSM will serve in a supporting role to RIA, by 
providing the benchmark calculations for input to investigations providing the benchmark calculations for input to investigations 
for heavier nuclei, for heavier nuclei, e.g.e.g., density functional calculations, standard , density functional calculations, standard 
shell model calculations, shell model calculations, etcetc..

By investigating the intersections between these theoretical By investigating the intersections between these theoretical 
strategies, RIA will provide the experimental tool for developingstrategies, RIA will provide the experimental tool for developing
the unified description of the nucleus.the unified description of the nucleus.

The NCSM builds the bridge to predictive power for these 
approaches for heavier mass nuclei as well as tying the 
microscopic theory to the basic hadron physics of the nuclear 
Hamiltonian.


